
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                             
                                                                                         

 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  

PSHCE  Being my Best 

 You can do it! 

 My Day 

 Harold’s postcard 

 Harold’s Bathroom 

(hygiene) 

 What does my body do? 

 Basic First Aid 

 

 

English 
Talk for Writing focus text - Charlie and the Lighthouse keeper inspired by the 

book The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch by Ronda and David Armitage 

Short Film- The Lighthouse                                                               

Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers  

Poetry -Owl and the Pussycat by Edward Lear          

Suffixes                

Apostrophes to show contractions 

Commas in a list 

Co –ordination (and, but, so) 

Our writing tasks will include writing setting and character descriptions, labels, 

diary entries, postcards, newspaper articles, instructions and writing our own versions 

of the texts.  

 

 

 

Mathematics 

Length and height 

Multiplication 

Money 

Time 

Problem solving 

 

P.E.  

Ball skills 

Sending and retrieving 

 

Stunning Start:  Dragon Hunt                                                            

Fabulous Finish:  Sculpture Gallery and Chinese buffet                                     

 

 

Computing - Animation/ E-safety 

 Adding a background and objects to a frame 

 Copying a frame and moving objects to 

create an animation 

 Create an animation with multiple objects 

moving simultaneous 

 Create stop-motion animations 

 Create animated drawings of characters by 

cropping photos and adjusting points of 

movement 
 

Art  - Dragons / Willow Pattern 

 

 Sketching techniques 

 Detailed sketches of dragon eyes 

 clay models of dragons 

 Willow Pattern painting techniques 

 Painting in the style of another 

artist 
 

 

Year 2 Summer 1 

Far Away 

Fantasy 
 

 

Geography – Place Knowledge  

 We will be learning about China. 

 Map skills 

 Location and physical features 

 Culture 

 Comparing and contrasting it to the 

United Kingdom  

Forest School   

 Plants 

 Tree Identification 

 Seeds and dispersal 
  

Science- Growing Plants                                                           

 Conditions for growth                                                                                        

 Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants 

 Find out and describe how plants needs water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy. 

Music - Oceans 

 Verses and Chorus 

 Rhythmic patterns 

 Musical notation 

 Composing 

RE: Islam 

Who is Allah and how do 

Muslims worship him? 

Eid Celebrations 

 


